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PC421/621-D 
Module 3  

Learning Guide  

Normative Sources for 
Theological Reflection 

 

Before you start...  
 
 Do 30-40 pages of pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp6-7 + ~p19ff: pdfs on Moodle) 
 Explore unit guide journal topics, and post to forum (modules 2-11) 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share about a-z of everyday theology or a spiritual practice 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Over the next few modules we explore the three primary perspectives for theological reflection. In this 
module we focus in on the normative perspective, drawing on two sources: Scripture and Tradition. 

In the first session, we’ll look at how we approach the Scriptures. In what sense is the Bible true and 
relevant as we seek to make sense of our everyday lives? How are we to enter into this epic story as a 
faithful pilgrim? In session two, we will work through our weekly staples, including A-Z of everyday 
theology, practicing God’s presence, and small group time debriefing the readings and journal activities. 

In session three, I’ll demonstrate what it can look like to preach at the intersection of the three 
perspectives. What do Scripture, tradition, reason and experience have to say about what it means to be 
human, both as individuals and as part of a community? This session is a narrative theology of the Trinity.  

  
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

1. Unpack how we may draw on Scripture and tradition as a key perspective for theological reflection 
2. Illustrate how normative, situational & existential perspectives can fuse in the practice of preaching 

 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, the student is expected to reflect upon his or her own use of Scripture and 
tradition in theological reflection upon the everyday; further, students are expected to draw upon Scripture 
and tradition in reflecting upon their human identity. 
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 9:20-10:10am, then 10:30-11:20am and 11:25am-12:15pm) 
9:20 Normative Sources for Theological Reflection: Living in God’s Story (50 minutes) 
10:30 Weekly Praxis: A-Z Everyday Theology, Practicing God’s Presence, Group Debrief (50 minutes) 
11:25 Reflecting God in the Everyday: The Practice of Community (50 minutes) 
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2.  LIVING IN GOD’S STORY: NORMATIVE THEOLOGICAL SOURCES 

Resource 3.1   
As per the Unit Guide (~pp19ff), Moodle has pdfs for recommended and optional readings for Module 3: 
 
Recommended Reading: 

N. T. Wright, “How to get Back on Track,” in Scripture and the Authority of God: How to Read the Bible Today 
(London: SPCK, 2005), 83-103. [See also Wright’s article on “How Can the Bible Be Authoritative” here] 

Stanley Grenz and Roger Olson, “The Theologian’s Tools,” in Who Needs Theology?: An Invitation to the Study of 
God (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1996), 87-102. 

Optional Reading: 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “Community,” in Life Together (New York: Harper and Row, 1954), 17-39. 

Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward, “‘Telling God’s Story’: Canonical Narrative Theology,” in 
Theological Reflection: Methods (London: SCM, 2005), 78-108. 

Loren Wilkinson, “Stories, Your Story, and God’s Story,” Crux 33, no. 3 (September 1997), 29-35. 

Dave Benson “Confessions of a Recovering Biblicist,” Wondering Fair here (3pp). 

Dave Benson, “Adventures in Doubt [epistemology],” Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp). 

Dave Benson, “Mirror Image [identity],” Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp). 

Dave Benson, “God on the Dance Floor [Social Trinity/male-female relationships],” Wonderingfair.com here (3pp). 

 
You’ll also find the mp3 of the first session (“Primitive Religion: Is the Bible Untrue and Irrelevant?”) on Moodle, 
under Module 3, Extra Resources. Distance students can listen to this session, *or* a more expositional message on 
Acts 6-7 called “The Journey: Living in the Biblical Story”, on video at http://vimeo.com/26852302. 
 
This message was in support of a Bible Society series called “The Journey: Entering God’s Epic Story.” Access the 
DVD and study guide (designed for home groups) from here, and watch the youtube introduction to the series here 
(full videos on vimeo: 1, 2, 3, 4 … Video 2 is most relevant). Additionally, I’ve uploaded the full transcript of the four 
DVDs—with additional discussion activities to better understand and engage the Scriptures—available here. 

 
You may notice that the “6 Act Play” (bouncing off both N. T. Wright, and James Choung—see below) is the 
foundation for how I share the gospel using the 5 circles: 

 Traverse tracts here, and The Big Story tract here, and video of sharing the big story here.  
This comes from an evangelism course called “Sign: Pointing People to Jesus” here 

 In turn, I’ve written a series of blog pieces on “Wondering Fair” here, including “What’s So Good 
About the Gospel?”, and “The Epic Story” (part I and II). You’ll notice that I draw on this narrative 
frame in most every worldview response I construct. 

 
For some excellent related reading, see the following: 
Choung, James. True Story: A Christianity Worth Believing In. Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2008. 

Allpress, Roshan, and Andrew Shamy. The Insect and the Buffalo: How the Story of the Bible                       
     Changes Everything. Christchurch, N.Z.: Compass Foundation, 2009. 

Vanhoozer, Kevin J. The Drama of Doctrine: A Canonical-Linguistic Approach to Christian Theology.      
     Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005. 

Wright, N. T. The Last Word: Beyond the Bible Wars to a New Understanding of the                                               
     Authority of Scripture. [San Francisco]: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005. 

Students are required to read 30-40 pages (for PC421 & 621 respectively) in preparation from the lecture. This must 
include at least *one* recommended reading, which you must engage in the assessed journal entries for modules 
2-11. Additionally, you can make up the remaining pages by drawing on any of the recommended or optional 
readings that are of interest. This is a key component of your learning in this course. Alongside reviewing the 
lecture notes, this reading comprises 3 hours of your 10 hours per week involvement (p4 Unit Guide). 

http://ntwrightpage.com/2016/07/12/how-can-the-bible-be-authoritative/
http://wonderingfair.com/%202011/08/03/confessions-of-a-recovering-biblicist/
http://wonderingfair.com/2011/05/04/adventures-in-doubt/
http://wonderingfair.com/2015/01/15/mirror-image/
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/01/04/god-on-the-dance-floor/
http://vimeo.com/26852302
https://www.bibleshop.org.au/the-journey-entering-god-s-epic-story-dvd
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz-twkj8v4k
https://vimeo.com/134688056
https://vimeo.com/134688059
https://vimeo.com/134689049
https://vimeo.com/134688058
http://issuu.com/nikanddaveabroad/docs/journey
http://ntwrightpage.com/2016/07/12/how-can-the-bible-be-authoritative/
http://www.jameschoung.net/books/true-story/
http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/epic-story-tracts/
http://issuu.com/nikanddaveabroad/docs/epic_story
http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/sign-week-1/
http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/
http://wonderingfair.com/author/davebenson76/
https://wonderingfair.com/2014/09/22/whats-so-good-about-the-gospel/
https://wonderingfair.com/2014/09/22/whats-so-good-about-the-gospel/
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/10/03/the-epic-story-part-i/
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/10/06/the-epic-story-part-ii/
http://www.amazon.com/Last-Word-N-T-Wright/dp/0060816090/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342490900&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Last+Word#reader_0060816090
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2.1 Opening Prayer, Courtesy of Michael Leunig  

Dear God, 
 
We pray for another way of being: 
another way of knowing. 
 
Across the difficult terrain of our existence 
we have attempted to build a highway 
and in so doing have lost our footpath. 
God lead us to our footpath: 
Lead us there where in simplicity 
we may move at the speed of natural creatures 
and feel the earth's love beneath our feet. 
Lead us there where step-by-step we may feel 
the movement of creation in our hearts. 
And lead us there where side-by-side 
we may feel the embrace of the common soul. 
Nothing can be loved at speed. 
 
God lead us to the slow path; to the joyous insights 
of the pilgrim; another way of knowing: another way of being. 
 
Amen. 

2.2 The Journey: Living in the Biblical Story 

Over the next two modules we explore the three primary 
perspectives for theological reflection. In this module we focus 
in on the normative perspective, drawing on two sources: 
Scripture and Tradition. Next module we combine the 
situational perspective (reason and the deliverances of reason 
applied to our experience of the world), and the existential 
perspective (self/community-reflection and our experience of 
the Holy Spirit). By then, we’re positioned to look at your 
stories, and apply our theology to everyday life. 

As mentioned in the Resources box above, *distance students* can listen to an mp3 of this session under 
Moodle, Module 3, Extra Resources (“Primitive Religion: Is the Bible Untrue and Irrelevant?”). Or, you might 
prefer to listen instead to an expositional message on Acts 6-7 called “The Journey: Living in the Biblical 
Story”, on video at http://vimeo.com/26852302. (It covers much the same content.) The notes below the 
class activity match the Acts 6-7 message. A full transcript is on Moodle. 

Class Activity 3.1: “How Scripture Speaks to Me”  
 By yourself, think of one instance where God really spoke to you through the Scriptures (and/or 
Church tradition, i.e., theological reflection on the Scriptures from across Christian history, whether 
recent or ancient). That is, recall a time you were trying to make sense of everyday life, and God’s Word 
was key in offering practical wisdom that shaped how you acted.  

 What was the situation? 

 How did you access the Scriptures and tradition? That is, what was your approach to applying 
the Scriptures to your everyday life? 

http://leunig.com.au/works/prayers
http://vimeo.com/26852302
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2.3 Bible Centred? 

Is your home church ‘Bible Centred’? My former church is. We wore this tag like a stick-pin. At KBC 
(Kenmore Baptist Church), it was encoded in our DNA: “By faith, we believe in, and live by the principles 
and promises contained in the Bible.” 

But why the big deal?  No one aims to be ‘Odyssey Centred’, another ancient divine tale. 

Biblical literacy is at unprecedented levels, even among Christians.  This ancient, complicated book is 
seldom read, and even more seldom believed and lived.   

Now, this isn’t about a guilt trip.  But if the Creator of the Universe—the one true God—really has spoken, 
then wouldn’t you want to know what He said?  Especially if He has told us stuff we could never work out 
for ourselves, which directs all our journeys?  You see the Bible doesn’t just position itself as an ancient 
tale.  It’s more like the authorized story of the world from God the Creator’s perspective.  
Your story, and my story, only make sense in light of the Big Story. 

So today we explore what it means to have a Bible-Centred worldview. And at its core this 
means we must join “The Journey”—we must enter God’s epic story. For we all live 
according to the story we think we’re in.  And if we’re ignorant of how God has acted 
across history, and where the journey goes, we cut our missional nerve. 

What is the Bible, and how should we engage it.  What kind of story are we in?  Why 
is God’s Word worth trusting?  And how do we faithfully enter God’s epic story?   

In this session, the focus is 
on being a PILGRIM.  How do 
we journey with a God on the move?  Is 
being Bible Centred akin to literally living out 1st 
century commands in the 21st century context?   

We need a model of “living Biblically”, that goes 
deeper than treating the Bible as a rule-book, an 
owner’s manual, or a timeless love letter.  This 
real story takes interpretation.  So let’s consider 
Steven in Acts 6-7 and what it meant for him to 
be Bible Centred.  Never stuck in the past, as 
Stephen entered God’s epic story, he became a 
pilgrim who left the comfortable behind.  He 
joined God’s mission to help heal the world. 

 

 

 

 

 Now, pair up and share this story with another person.  

 Also, brainstorm all the ways you’ve accessed Scripture to apply it your life. It may help to think of 
different approaches to the Bible: narrative/canonical (as a whole story), systematic (by theme), biblical 
(insights from rightly exegeting a particular passage), existential (the Holy Spirit speaking to you as you 
meditate upon His Word), and so forth. Perhaps, also, you’ve found group based readings helpful, using 
a frame like lectio divina (Benedictine practice of “divine reading”, see www.lectio-divina.org). 

http://www.lectio-divina.org/
http://www.amazon.com/Insect-Buffalo-changes-everything-ebook/dp/B004W3UGGY/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342491595&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Insect+and+the+Buffalo#reader_B004W3UGGY
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2.4 Stephen: On Mission (Acts 6-7) 

Acts 6:8-7:1, Stephen in context: 
 

 The Sanhedrin protected Israel’s identity: Land, Ethnicity, Law, and Temple 

 Followers of ‘The Way’ claimed that, in Jesus, God was writing a new chapter, fulfilling what 
went before: a unified people irrespective of ethnicity, going into the whole world with the 
Spirit having written the law on their heart, carrying His presence beyond the Temple to the 
nations.  Christ, and His Church, were the new Temple.  God had moved on. 

 The Sanhedrin was set for a showdown after earlier warnings (Acts 5:40) 

 The apostles appointed Stephen to help manage practical needs in a growing church.  His life 
married Spirit and Truth, miracles and reason 

 Stephen has dwelt in the Biblical story, and isn’t content with God’s presence being localized, 
even fossilized in a building.  “The restless Holy Spirit is about to make His people restless to 
spread the good news throughout the world.” 

 Stephen starts with the Greek-speaking former slaves, the Synagogue of the Freedmen.  But 
they too want security and the status quo.   

 The Scriptures made Stephen radical and progressive, overturning age-old institutions, a fresh 
wind removing dusty cobwebs.  A right reading does this. 

 Threatened by argument, accusations fly: “He never stops speaking against this holy place and 
against the law” (Acts 6:13-14).  The stage is set for defense. 

How would you reply?  … deny and duck for cover, or appeal to current experience, … OR, take them back 
through their whole history for a right reading of the story?  That’s Stephen’s approach, for they lived out 
of the wrong story and missed God’s mission. 

2.5 Story: Living Oracles from a Pilgrim God 

Stephen unpacks four major epochs in Jewish history.  He knows that to follow God in the present, you 
need to know the journey He’s taken us on in the past.  And you need to see the trajectory of where the 
story is going in the future.   

For Stephen, the Bible isn’t some detached and man-made piece of fiction: 

 Event    Inspiration   Translation    Illumination 

 

 

 

 

It was the Sanhedrin who were stuck in simplistic, safe readings, never appreciating that the Word of God 
itself tells a story which is moving forward. 

Being Bible Centred means to play our part in an ongoing story, not trying to live out static commands.  And 
God has given us His Spirit, placing us in community, to read it right and find our role in this unfolding epic.  
It’s not backward looking and conservative.  It is radical, calling us to new vistas, on mission with the God of 
the journey. 
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If the Sanhedrin get the story the way Stephen tells it, then all this stuff his friends have said and done in 
following Jesus will make sense. 

Acts 7:2-53: 

 ABRAHAM (vv. 1-8) 

 

 JOSEPH (vv. 9-16) 

 

 MOSES (vv. 17-43) 

 

 DAVID & SOLOMON (vv. 44-50) 

 

 COUNTER-CHARGE (vv. 51-53): God cannot be confined to a building! 

 

The living God is always on the move.  The whole story is about God choosing a people to bless the World, 
and this story came to a climax in Jesus.  Now, jump on board.  Leave the comfortable behind.  Follow this 
divine leader.  God’s Spirit, His presence, has fulfilled the Temple, the Law, the Land, and our national 
identity.  “Go into all the world and make disciples.”  The living God, the pilgrim God, who appeared to 
Abraham in Mesopotamia, was with Joseph in Egypt, spoke to Moses in the burning bush in Midian, and led 
His people across the wilderness to Canaan … He’s doing a new thing. 

With western Christianity on the decline, will we cling to status, holed up in our buildings?  Or will we join 
the God on the move, on mission to restore a broken world? 

 “Here am I, Lord, send me?”  Will we go? 

Far from an ancient man-made story, for Stephen the Bible was a “living oracle” … inspired by God even as 
it was penned by a great diversity of people (2 Peter 1:19-21), all the different tales coming together in 
Jesus.   

Far from static, the Bible is alive; through the Word, God reads us (Hebrews 4:12-13). 

Through the Spirit, the Bible becomes living water and our daily bread (Luke 4:4; John 4:10-11; 6:51-58; 
7:38; 11:25-26), our primary means of connecting with the resurrected Jesus, the God who acted in history 
and speaks today if only we have ears to listen. 

2.6 Improvise: My Role in the Ongoing Epic 

Through the story of Scripture, God is calling us to leave the 
comfortable behind, to join His mission in the world.  When we read 
the story right, in the power of the Spirit, then we see the trajectory 
of this pilgrim God to set the world right.  God sends us.  And life will 
never be the same again.  But how do we enter this epic story? 

… Faithfully improvising in the fifth act 
… consistent with what went before,  
        on trajectory toward the final scene. 

 … you can’t simply re-enact scenes from earlier in the play. 
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Act 1: Creation (The Garden) … designed for good   

Act 2: Fall (The Tower) … damaged by evil 

Act 3: Israel (The Tent) … chosen to bless 

Act 4: Christ (The Mountain) … restored for better 

Act 5: Church (The House) … sent together to heal 

Act 6: New Creation (The City) … God sets everything right.  

 
Through the Holy Spirit, we are called to faithfully improvise in the fifth act, telling and retelling this story as 
the story of the world.  As we find ourselves in this story, the Holy Spirit directs us, just like Stephen, to join 
God’s mission of making all things new.   See how N. T. Wright depicts Jesus’ improvisation here 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2.7 Pilgrim: Leave the Comfortable Behind 

Living Biblically is anything but conservative or safe.  Stephen dwelt in God’s Word and was called to lay 
down his life as the church’s first martyr.  He looked like the Christ, forgiving his enemies, but his role was 
unique in all of history: a pivot for world mission.   

Enough trying to make the Bible relevant to us, reducing it to bite-sized advice to prop up my story.  God is 
looking for people who will dwell in His Word, and become relevant to the ongoing story of a God on 
mission.  He wants radical people who live for the future, shaking structures and setting the world right.  
God sends us.  Will we go? 

Whether Stephen in the first century, or Dr. Martin Luther King Junior in the twentieth, mission depends on 
us knowing where we are in God’s story, neither running ahead or repeating what went before.  Instead, 
our call is to humbly improvise in the Spirit’s power. 

Have you entered this epic?  Do you know where you are in God’s story?  Are you engaging God’s Word 
every day to be shaped and reshaped by the telling of this story?  God bless as you walk in step with Him, 
and faithfully improvise in the fifth leg of this epic journey. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/wjt9hcbj7yy9bwq/The_Violin_Guild_by_N.T._Wright.mp4
http://ntwrightpage.com/2016/07/12/how-can-the-bible-be-authoritative/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/wjt9hcbj7yy9bwq/The_Violin_Guild_by_N.T._Wright.mp4
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Discuss the following questions, in relation to the previous talk: 

 Any questions or comments in response to the talk? 

 What impacted you most in the previous session? 

 What does it mean to you to be Bible Centred? 

 What lessons do you draw from Stephen’s life, and how he engaged the Scriptures? 

 In what unique ways do you sense God is calling you to act, faithfully improvising in the fifth leg 
of His epic story? 

 

Reflection Activities 3.1 & 3.2  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on p. 11/12 of the unit guide. 
 
#3.1  What does it mean to you to be Bible-Centred?   
#3.2       What is a situation you presently face, where you need God’s wisdom for everyday life? Describe 
in a paragraph a process you might follow to access the Scriptures, and faithfully improvise in the fifth leg 
of God’s epic story?  
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3.  WEEKLY PRACTICES 

 DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, MODULE 4’S CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE …  
G-I OF EVERYDAY THEOLOGY: ______________ SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: _________________ 
 

Class Activity 3.2 … A-Z of Everyday Theology (5 mins) 
 
Most modules (2-7, 9-10 + 12), one pre-selected student will share a theology of everyday life related to 
one of the assigned letters (see the unite guide pp6-7, or below). That is, use the pdf under module 1 
optional readings “The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity (Banks and Stephens)”. Here’s the 
reference, found on hold in Malyon’s Library (248.03 BAN): 
 
Banks, Robert J, and R Paul Stephens (eds). The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity: An A-to-Z Guide 
to Following Christ in Every Aspect of Life. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997). 
 
On pages 1161-1166 you’ll find an alphabetical index of all the topics covered in this book. Each entry is 
fairly short, normally 3-5 pages, so you can either skim it in the library, or photocopy it for later 
reference. Choose a topic that interest you. In all this should take you at most 30 minutes to prepare … 
don’t go overboard, and it’s not for marks! Prepare to share some thoughts for 5 minutes in class, 
covering: 
 

1. What aspect of everyday life you’re focusing on, and what it looks like in your life (tell a story to 
describe it, or put it in a scenario): What is going on? 

2. Interpret this everyday action in the context of your life, drawing on insights from whatever 
sources help you better understand your actions (e.g. secular sources like science, sociology, and 
definitely Scripture and/or tradition): Why is this going on? 

3. What are 2 key questions we might all ask ourselves to better reflect on this aspect of everyday 
life as we seek truthful action? 

4. Drawing especially on Scripture, what are some wise principles (phronēsis) that might shape how 
we integrate our theology and practices (praxis), changing our habits in seeking first Christ’s 
Kingdom to the glory of God? That is, how will you act differently for having reflected on this? 
What ought to be going on, and How might we respond? 

5. We’ll then close this segment as one other student prays for you, and the class, that we may live 
faithfully every day as we follow Christ. 

 
In simplest terms, tell a story drawing out this aspect of your everyday life, to answer 3 key questions: 

What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?1 
 
Here are your letter options for each week: 
MODULE 02: A-C (Student: _______________)   MODULE 03: D-F (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 04: G-I (Student: _______________)    MODULE 05: J-L (Student:  _______________) 
MODULE 06: M-O (Student: ______________)   MODULE 07: P-R (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 08: Skip this week                                     MODULE 09: S-U (Student: _______________) 
MODULE 10: V-X (Student: _______________)    MODULE 12: Y-Z (Student: _______________) 
 

 

                                                           
1 These questions are posed by Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’: Can a Reformed Theologian have 
Their Scripture and Practice Too?.” St. Mark’s Review 224 (May 2013), 23, http://search.informit.com.au/ 
documentSummary;dn=136898995848871;res=IELHSS (accessed June 5, 2013). This article is posted to Moodle, 
Module 1, Extra Resources. Stanton is simplifying Richard Osmer’s four questions in Practical Theology: An 
Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008), 4. 
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Class Activity 3.3 … Practicing God’s Presence (5 mins) 
One pre-selected student each week will share an everyday practice (‘spiritual discipline’) that keeps 
you alert to God’s presence throughout the week. It could be something you do to keep you from sin, to 
redirect your focus, to remind you to pray, to dedicate your day to God, to centre your heart, to alleviate 
anxiety, to count your many blessings … whatever it is, this practice should engage your whole being 
(“loving the Lord your God with your whole heart, soul, mind, and strength,” so, it should be bodily as 
well, not just a cognitive exercise). 
 
Simply share on these points: 

1. What is the practice: explain and demonstrate it, explaining the idea behind this particular action 
2. Share how you’ve gone putting it into practice – e.g. what works, what doesn’t work, what effect 

has it had, any practical tips? 
3. How might we as a group try it out this coming week? (We debrief this next module) 
4. Which fruit of the Spirit will it help cultivate? (love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

gentleness, faithfulness, and self-control) 
 
If you want more guidance and ideas for topics, check out these sources in the library [248.4]: 

Bass, Dorothy C., and Mary Shawn Copeland. Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People, revised 2nd 
edition. Hoboken, N.J: Jossey-Bass, 2010. [248.4 BAS] 

Benedict, and Luke Dysinger. The Rule of St. Benedict: Latin & English. Trabuco Canyon, Calif: Source Books, 1997. 
Online here. 

Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg. Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform Us. Downers Grove, Ill: 
InterVarsity Press, 2005. [248.4 CAL] 

Foster, Richard J. Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth. London: H&S, 1980. [248.4 FOS] 

Lawrence. The Practice of the Presence of God, Being Conversations and Letters of Nicholas Herman of Lorraine, 
Brother Lawrence. Westwood, N.J.: Revell, 1958. [209.2 LAW] 

Ortberg, John. The Life You've Always Wanted: Spiritual Disciplines for Ordinary People. Johannesburg: Struik 
Christian Books, 2005. 

Scazzero, Peter. Daily Office: Remembering God's Presence Throughout the Day: Begin the Journey. Barrington, 
IL: Willow Creek Assn, 2008. [242.2 SCA] 

Shamy, Andrew, Sam Bloore and Roshan Allpress. The Hare and the Tortoise: Learning to Pace Ourselves in a World 
Gone Mad. Lynfield, Auckland: Compass Foundation, 2011. [248.4 SHA] 

Stevens, R. Paul. Disciplines of the Hungry Heart: Christian Living Seven Days a Week. Wheaton, Ill: H. Shaw, 1993. 
[248.4 STE] 

Volf, Miroslav, and Dorothy C. Bass. Practicing Theology: Beliefs and Practices in Christian Life.  
Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 2002. [230 VOL] 

Willard, Dallas. Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ.                              
Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2002. [248.4 WIL] 

Willard, Dallas. The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives.                      
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1996. [online here] 

 
Here is a quick list of the disciplines mentioned in Foster's book (see also here): 
  Inner Disciplines: Meditation | Prayer | Fasting | Study 
  Outer Disciplines: Simplicity | Solitude | Submission | Service 
  Corporate Disciplines: Confession | Worship | Guidance | Celebration 
 
Remember, spiritual disciplines include activities like hospitality, singing, “the Jesus prayer” and more. 
You’re only limited by your imagination: whatever thick practices that form new habits that shape your 
heart towards the Kingdom of God are ripe for exploring! (See Christ’s Pieces Practices here.) 
 

https://christspieces.org/practices/
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/benedict/rule.i.html
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0060694424/ref=rdr_ext_tmb#reader_0060694424
http://www.soulshepherding.org/2012/07/spiritual-disciplines-list/
http://www.goarch.org/ourfaith/ourfaith7104
https://christspieces.org/practices/
http://www.amazon.com/Spiritual-Disciplines-Handbook-Practices-Transform/dp/0830833307#reader_0830833307
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Class Activity 3.4 … Group Time (35 mins) 
 
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like, and 
change around if you’d rather, but can I suggest you find a stable group of the same sex. This will help in 
debriefing some more personal journal questions as the course progresses. 
 
Here’s the things you’re to work through: 
 

1) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points. (You may 
even find it helpful during this time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you 
they’re all covered.) [5 minutes] 

 
2) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes] 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage 
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each 
journal entry you need to engage with *one* of the recommended readings.) 
 

3) Debrief the previous module, keeping it at the level of what it means in your life as you seek to 
integrate your theology and your everyday activities. Focus in on the RELATED JOURNAL 
QUESTION for modules 2-11 (discussed and due in weeks 3-12). Pray for each other [15 minutes] 

 
Journal #1 (re: module 2): How intentional are you at reflecting on your faithfulness to Christ in everyday 
life? Thinking on the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7), where are the largest gaps between your 
beliefs and practices? 
 
Journal #2 (re: module 3): Share and critically reflect on your practice of communally engaging the 
Scriptures—together living the Christian story. 
 
(n.b. Moodle has the journal question as a FORUM under each module, 2-11. You don’t have to post your 
150-200 word reflections onto this forum—especially if it’s more personal than you want to reveal—
however doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course progresses rather than 
leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the online students as you share your thoughts and 
respond to what others share. So, give it a go!) 
  

1) Offer a brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a 
concise self-evaluation. How did you go with trialling the student-led spiritual discipline from last 
module, trying to “practice the presence of God” in your everyday life? [5mins] 

 
2) If you finish all this with time left, then grab a case study from the jar, and work through these 

questions: What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond? 
 
(Across this course, our hope is that theological reflection on all of life would become second nature. 
While it’s not the simplest model, I think the “five movement” adaptation of Richard Osmer’s approach is 
a great frame. Why not try it with the case study above? Or, use any of the following …) 
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Models of Theological Reflection – try these out with the Case Studies: 
 
A. Simple = See  Judge  Act 

1. What is going on and why?  
2. What ought to be going on?  

3. How might we respond? 
Every model of theological reflection—regardless of 
the number of steps—should be concerned with 
explaining a practical situation, understanding the 
situation through a dialogue between secular and 
theological perspectives, and finally changing the 
situation with renewed praxis.2 
 
B. Intermediate = The Pastoral Cycle3 
 
Experience (of the concrete tension in a local context)   

Exploration (analysis of the situation through insights from secular and 
religious critical perspectives)  

Reflection (seeking to correlate these insights toward guides for action)  

Action (new practices directed by reflective-practitioners that, once 
implemented, start another progressive spiral) 

 
C. Advanced = “Five Movements” and DECIDE4 
 

Describe: Describe the social condition, individual or group practice, activity or behaviour that you 
are addressing. 

Explore: Explore alternative non-theological models of explanation or understandings of this 
condition. 

Consider Christian Resources: Consider what biblical studies, historical theology, systematic 
theology, church history and other Christian resources might relate to the condition being studied. 

Integrate/Inform: Compare Christian resources with nontheological models to determine how 
they relate. 

Develop: Develop a practical, concrete new action that can lead to new practices to transform the 
condition. 

Evaluate: Evaluate intended and unintended consequences of new action and practice. 

 

                                                           
2 Gerben Heitink, Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 6, 165. 

3 See Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward, “Theology-in-Action: Praxis,” in Theological Reflection: 
Methods (London: SCM, 2005), 188-191; Paul Ballard and John Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action: Christian 
Thinking in the Service of Church and Society (London: SPCK, 1996), 18, 67, 74-78, 118-119. 

4 Drawn from my adaptation of Osmer, Practical Theology, 4, 10-11; DECIDE comes from Paul Shrier (2010), cited by 
Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’,” 23-24, 27 (n.26); “Christopraxis” comes from Ray Anderson, The 
Shape of Practical Theology: Empowering Ministry with Theological Praxis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
2001), 7, 29-31, 47-60. 
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Whatever your model of theological reflection, you should draw on three primary theological resources: 

 Scripture and Theology (this is the “normative-hermeneutical” source, cf. Module 3) 

 Cultural sources such as science, psychology, philosophy etc. (this is the “situational-empirical” 
source, cf. Module 5) 

 Personal reflection (this is the “experiential-strategic” source, cf. Module 5) 
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4.  REFLECTING GOD IN THE EVERYDAY: THE PRACTICE OF COMMUNITY 

So far we’ve seen a primary way of accessing the Scriptures as our first source for theological reflection:  

As you consider a facet of everyday life (like sleep, work, fun, friends, 
time, death, or whatever) or some tricky situation you face for which you 
need practical wisdom, you can ask how this aspect or issue is formed, 
deformed, illumined, reformed, restored and transformed in the six legs 
of God’s epic journey: creation, fall, Israel, Jesus, Church, New Creation.  

In response to the Scriptures, you can ask,  

What does it mean to faithfully walk in this leg of the journey, where 
we are sent together to heal, that my life may pursue truthful action? 

That is, you might ask        “What am I presently doing?                                                                 
What should I be doing? What will I do?” Then do it!  

The ongoing pilgrimage of reflecting on your practice—thinking about 
your doing—begins! The gap between your beliefs (thinking about and 
trusting in God) and actions (how we live in response) will narrow.         
Joy will grow. God will be glorified. 

So, let’s apply this to one aspect of life: identity.                                                
What does it mean to be human? Who am I?  

Class Activity 3.5  … Who Am I? (15 minutes) 
In groups of 3, apply the hermeneutic (way of interpreting the Biblical text to find meaning) above to this 
aspect of everyday life: Identity. Who am I? What does it mean to be human? That is, think through how 
each leg of the journey tells the story of our progress toward (and at times regress from) full humanity. 

Designed for Good: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Damaged by Evil: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Chosen to Bless: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Restored for Better: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Sent Together to Heal: __________________________________________________________________ 

God Sets Everything Right: _______________________________________________________________ 

Note that there are other ways of adopting the normative perspective, one illustrated below by drawing 
on the theologising of John Calvin. Take a few minutes to see what insights come from these angles: 

Systematic Theology (piece together the most relevant verses Scripturally on the theme of human 
identity, and see if there is a ‘systematic’ frame by which to understand this aspect of life as a concept): 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Biblical Theology (is there a particular Book of the Bible, e.g. Genesis, or even a primary story therein, 
e.g. creation of humanity “in the image of God”, that speaks to this aspect of everyday life? Exegete the 
passage in light of the historical/cultural context; see what riches emerge. Feed this into your reflections): 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Historical Theology (how have key Christian thinkers across the ages thought about this facet of life? I.e., 
what does Christian tradition say about this theme? Again, feed these insights into your theology): 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4.1 Tradition: John Calvin’s Insights into Knowledge of God and Self 

The main task in this session is for me to model how you might preach using this model of theological 
reflection. That is, I’ll demonstrate what it might look like to integrate normative (Scripture + tradition), 
situational (reason and the deliverances of reason applied to our experience of the world), and existential 
perspectives (self/community-reflection and our experience of the Holy Spirit) together in truthful action. 

The key aspect of everyday life we’ll consider is human identity: Who am I? in light of Who is God? In turn, 
as communal creatures, this throws us back to ask Who are we? We reflect our Creator. 

To see this, our primary source is Scripture. And yet, my interpretation of Scripture is but one of many. My 
reflections must sit alongside faithful reflections from the community of God spread across the ages. In the 
words of G. K. Chesteron, “We must give our ancestors a vote.” So, what does tradition say? 

Tradition is not uniform. And, as with my own interpretations, Christians across the ages are also fallen and 
finite, limited and biased. Just because Augustine said it, doesn’t mean it is so. Nevertheless, as you engage 
in theological reflection, it’s helpful to access treasures from tradition. 

You may find it helpful to check out the Christian Classics Ethereal Library (http://www.ccel.org/). Most 
sources before the 1900s are available for free online. As you read current authors in your research, look 
for names of people that keep cropping up. It could be famous theologians like Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin, 
or even theologians from other streams of Christianity, such as Maximus the Confessor (Orthodox/mixed), 
Hans Urs von Balthasar (Catholic), or Kallistos Ware (Orthodox). It could be from a little known mystic such 
as Teresa of Avila or Julian of Norwich, or more modern reflective voices such as Henri Nouwen. 

You’ll also find helpful some of the new Biblical and Theological series drawing the old into the 
new, adding insights from across Christian history, like IVP’s “Ancient Christian Commentary”. 

Whoever you draw on, read slowly, read critically, and allow these reflections to become one 
more angle on the issue—further fodder for your theological reflection. 

In the following message, I start with John Calvin’s opening reflections in the Institutes. 
Rather than explain this beautiful piece of theological prose, take a couple of minutes to 
read it for yourself here: 
 

1.Without knowledge of self there is no knowledge of God 
Our wisdom, in so far as it ought to be deemed true and solid Wisdom, consists almost entirely of two 
parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But as these are connected together by many ties, it is not 
easy to determine which of the two precedes and gives birth to the other. For, in the first place, no man can 
survey himself without forthwith turning his thoughts towards the God in whom he lives and moves; 
because it is perfectly obvious, that the endowments which we possess cannot possibly be from ourselves; 
nay, that our very being is nothing else than subsistence in God alone. In the second place, those blessings 
which unceasingly distil to us from heaven, are like streams conducting us to the fountain. Here, again, the 
infinitude of good which resides in God becomes more apparent from our poverty. In particular, the 
miserable ruin into which the revolt of the first man has plunged us, compels us to turn our eyes upwards; 
not only that while hungry and famishing we may thence ask what we want, but being aroused by fear may 
learn humility. For as there exists in man something like a world of misery, and ever since we were stript of 
the divine attire our naked shame discloses an immense series of disgraceful properties every man, being 
stung by the consciousness of his own unhappiness, in this way necessarily obtains at least some 
knowledge of God. Thus, our feeling of ignorance, vanity, want, weakness, in short, depravity and 
corruption, reminds us, (see Calvin on John 4: 10,) that in the Lord, and none but He, dwell the true light of 
wisdom, solid virtue, exuberant goodness. We are accordingly urged by our own evil things to consider the 
good things of God; and, indeed, we cannot aspire to Him in earnest until we have begun to be displeased 
with ourselves. For what man is not disposed to rest in himself? Who, in fact, does not thus rest, so long as 
he is unknown to himself; that is, so long as he is contented with his own endowments, and unconscious or 
unmindful of his misery? Every person, therefore, on coming to the knowledge of himself, is not only urged 
to seek God, but is also led as by the hand to find him. 

http://www.ccel.org/
http://www.ivpress.com/accs/
http://www.reformed.org/master/index.html?mainframe=/books/institutes/
http://www.amazon.com/Institutes-Christian-Religion-John-Calvin/dp/1598561685/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1343079640&sr=1-1&keywords=Institutes+of+the+Christian+Religion#reader_1598561685
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2.Without knowledge of God there is no knowledge of self 
 
On the other hand, it is evident that man never attains to a true self-knowledge until he have previously 
contemplated the face of God, and come down after such contemplation to look into himself. For (such is 
our innate pride) we always seem to ourselves just, and upright, and wise, and holy, until we are convinced, 
by clear evidence, of our injustice, vileness, folly, and impurity. Convinced, however, we are not, if we look 
to ourselves only, and not to the Lord also - He being the only standard by the application of which this 
conviction can be produced. For, since we are all naturally prone 
to hypocrisy, any empty semblance of righteousness is quite 
enough to satisfy us instead of righteousness itself. And since 
nothing appears within us or around us that is not tainted with 
very great impurity, so long as we keep our mind within the 
confines of human pollution, anything which is in some small 
degree less defiled delights us as if it were most pure just as an 
eye, to which nothing but black had been previously presented, 
deems an object of a whitish, or even of a brownish hue, to be 
perfectly white. Nay, the bodily sense may furnish a still stronger 
illustration of the extent to which we are deluded in estimating 
the powers of the mind. If, at mid-day, we either look down to 
the ground, or on the surrounding objects which lie open to our 
view, we think ourselves endued with a very strong and piercing eyesight; but when we look up to the sun, 
and gaze at it unveiled, the sight which did excellently well for the earth is instantly so dazzled and 
confounded by the refulgence, as to oblige us to confess that our acuteness in discerning terrestrial objects 
is mere dimness when applied to the sun. Thus too, it happens in estimating our spiritual qualities. So long 
as we do not look beyond the earth, we are quite pleased with our own righteousness, wisdom, and virtue; 
we address ourselves in the most flattering terms, and seem only less than demigods. But should we once 
begin to raise our thoughts to God, and reflect what kind of Being he is, and how absolute the perfection of 
that righteousness, and wisdom, and virtue, to which, as a standard, we are bound to be conformed, what 
formerly delighted us by its false show of righteousness will become polluted with the greatest iniquity; 
what strangely imposed upon us under the name of wisdom will disgust by its extreme folly; and what 
presented the appearance of virtuous energy will be condemned as the most miserable impotence. So far 
are those qualities in us, which seem most perfect, from corresponding to the divine purity. 
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Resource 3.2   
Distance students can watch a video of what will be presented in the third session of this module at 
http://vimeo.com/20186542. For a practical take, see my Malyon Chapel talk on “A Trinitarian 
Philosophy of Ministry” (October 6, 2016), drawing on the stunning clip, “My Neighbor’s Music”. 
 
For some excellent related reading, see the following: 
 
Johnson, Darrell. Experiencing the Trinity. Vancouver: Regent College Publications, 2002. 
Moltmann, Jürgen. The Trinity and the Kingdom: The Doctrine of God. San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1990. 
 
Easier to read, but more controversial, see how one author depicts the perichoresis of the Triune God: 
Young, William P. The Shack: A Novel. Newbury Park, Calif: Windblown Media, 2007. 
 
If this messes with your head, read the four part non-fiction  
theological deconstruction by John G. Stackhouse Jr., at  
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/:  part 1      part 2      part 3      part 4 
 
Additionally, you may find my article “God on the Dance-floor”  
at Wondering Fair Blog (here) useful in conceptualising male-female  
relationships modelled on the Triune love of God. 

 

4.2 Who Am I? 

How do I define myself?  Where do I look for my identity?  For most of us in the West, we look in the 
mirror.  We define ourselves without reference to community or our creator.  Even our visions of ‘God’ are 
often reflections of self: a solitary and distant being who set up the universe and stepped away, just 
wanting me to play nice and feel good about myself (“moralistic therapeutic deism”). 

Our “icon” is iPod: the sovereign solo artist, listening to his or her private 
soundtrack, individually styled and dancing for personal pleasure.  We 
engage when we want, but our boundaries are definite.  We all want to 
be our own person, no strings attached—to do what I wanna’ do, be 
what I wanna’ be, “freedom.”  This is negative ‘freedom’—freedom from 
expectations, from commitment, from rules.   

We star in our own story.  Yet deep down this answer doesn’t satisfy.  Depression is epidemic, counseling 
bills are racking up, and more than ever we ask “Who am I?” 

But If I am created, then I will only know who I am by knowing from whom I came.  For what was I created?  
And what is this Creator like? 

Well, what if? … What if I am not ultimately my own?  What if the answer to “Who am I” isn’t staring back 
at me in the mirror?  What if I am actually the image of a Creative 
God?  How could I then intentionally reflect God in the everyday? 

“The knowledge of God and of ourselves is mutually connected” 
(John Calvin). 

But how do we come to this kind of knowledge?  I can reason up 
to some type of creator.  I can label this ‘God.’  But it tells me 
little of who God is.  ‘God’ simply means “the object of my 
worship” … so we need more than just emotions.  We need 
content, or we’ll end up worshipping our reflection. 

http://vimeo.com/20186542
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4dfRFNhUIY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4dfRFNhUIY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.theworkofthepeople.com/my-neighbors-music
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/2008/06/04/the-shack-1-in-defense-of-ideological-fiction/
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/2008/06/05/the-shack-2-some-theological-concerns-part-1/
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/2008/06/06/the-shack-3-theological-concerns-part-2/
http://www.johnstackhouse.com/2008/06/07/the-shack-3-some-celebrations/
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/01/04/god-on-the-dance-floor/
http://www.amazon.com/Shack-Wm-Paul-Young/dp/160941411X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1343078966&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Shack#reader_160941411X
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That’s why the Bible is so powerful.  It tells us the story of a God who is there and isn’t silent.  This God has 
stepped into history, so we can know from whom we came.  And this God says that we are made in his 
image.  To know ourselves, we’ve got to know God.   

So, who is this God? 

God didn’t bullet-point for us who he is.  Instead, it unfolded across the Big Story:  progressive revelation.  
Creation, Fall, Israel, Jesus, Church, New Creation …     over history God has related with us, revealing the 
essence of who He is.  And in turn, we can know who we are.  So let’s start at the beginning … But how 
many central characters are in the Biblical story? Welcome to the mystery of God … 

4.3 Who Is God? 

4.3.1 Creation: God of the bad grammar 

Genesis 1:1-3  ‘el-o-heem’ (plural) created (singular) via Word and Spirit 

Proverbs 8:22-31 Wisdom was the beginning (cf. Colossians 1:18, ‘ar-khay’) 

Genesis 1:26-28  “We is creating” a single image out of guy/girl love 

 

4.3.2 Fall: ‘Humanity’ has become like ‘one of Us’ 

Genesis 3:22  Expelled from the garden of God(s)’s presence 

4.3.3 Israel: One God restores relationship through King and Spirit 

Genesis 18:1-2  One Lord (YHWH) but bowing before the collective  

Deuteronomy 6:4 YHWH is ekh-awd’ (a composite unity, like husband-wife) 

Isaiah 9:6-7   The hope of a Divine King to save Israel 

Ezekiel 36:25-27 The hope of a Divine Spirit to transform their hearts 

 

4.3.4 Jesus: Access to the Father through participation in the Spirit 

Luke 3:21-22   
A replay of creation … baptism, word and wind: “very good” 

John 8:56-59   
Before Abraham was born, I Am! … YHWH 

John 14:9-26   
Seen me, seen the Father … now see the Spirit 

John 17:21-26   
The Divine Agenda, “I in them, and they in me.” Love 

John 20:21-22   
The Divine Mandate: Father sends, Spirit empowers 

Matthew 28:18f  
Baptise in name (singular) of Father-Son-Spirit 
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4.3.5 Church: The sent community modelling God’s unifying love 

Acts 2:1-4  Echoes of Israel: wind and fire 

God’s Kingdom of love overturns the Roman Empire of control, their unity drawing multitudes into 
communion with YHWH.  ‘Trinity’ wasn’t dry theology.  They were trying to make sense of their experience, 
that God is one, and yet three—a loving unity in diversity.  The Father is God, the Son is God, and the Spirit 
is God, yet the three are one, and the three are equal.  ‘Trinity’ protects, not solves, this mystery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

John 1:1-18  In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was God 

Colossians 1:15ff The Father created through Jesus, who is the beginning 

1 Corinthians 12:4ff The divine, eternal community saves a people through baptism 

We swim in God for the sake of the world.  
We are blessed by this three-in-one God so that we may bless others.5 

 

4.3.6 New Creation: Cosmic participation in the Divine Nature 

Romans 8:18-30 The Father resurrects the cosmos through the Son in the Spirit’s power 

Revelation 4:8; 21ff “Holy, Holy, Holy” worship to our three-fold Creator 

Through Jesus we have access in one Spirit to the Father (Ephesians 2:18).  God draws us within the circle of 
His own self.  We still await the day when death will be conquered under Jesus’ feet, “so that God may be 
all in all” (1 Corinthians 15:28).  But even now we can literally “participate in the divine nature” (2 Peter 
1:4).    

So, what kind of God is this?  He is one and three, a unity in diversity. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 See also Romans 8:9-11; 2 Corinthians 13:14; Galatians 4:4-7; Ephesians 1:3-14; 3:14-18; 4:4-6; 2 Thessalonians 

2:13; Titus 3:4-6; 1 Peter 1:2; Jude 1:20-21; Revelation 1:4-5. 
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For 1600 years we’ve affirmed the God we worship through the Nicene Creed:  

We believe in one God, the Father, the Almighty,  
maker of heaven and earth,  

  of all that is, seen and unseen.   

We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only Son of God, eternally 
begotten of the Father,  
 God from God, Light from Light, true God from true God,  
 begotten, not made, of one Being with the Father.  
Through him all things were made. For us and for our salvation he 
came down from heaven:  
 by the power of the Holy Spirit he became incarnate from   
                   the Virgin Mary,  
  and was made man.  

For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate; he suffered death and was buried.  
 On the third day he rose again in accordance with the Scriptures;  
 he ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father.  
He will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead,  
 and his kingdom will have no end.   

We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life,  
 who proceeds from the Father and the Son.  
With the Father and the Son he is worshiped and glorified.  
He has spoken through the Prophets.  

We believe in one holy catholic and apostolic Church.  
We acknowledge one baptism for the forgiveness of sins.  
We look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to come. Amen. 
 

When we picture God, what do we see?  Do we picture i-Pod God, solitary and sovereign—a static monad?  
Or have we captured the dynamic nature of an eternally relating community?  Can we agree with the early 
church that  

“When I say ‘God’ I mean Father, Son, and Holy Spirit” (Gregory of Nazianzen)? 

4.4 ‘How’ is God? 

4.4.1 “Held Captive by a Picture” [Wittgenstein] 

How can Father, Son, and Spirit be together as one, and 
yet distinctively three? How can we worship a God we 
don’t understand? 

Most material attempts to depict the Trinity fall into 
modalism—one God taking on three forms—or fall into 
tri-theism—three separate Gods who cooperate.  All 
downplay this dynamic and relational God unveiled 
across history.   

Zephaniah 3:17 suggests that music—song and dance—may offer a new way. 

 

http://wittgensteinrepository.org/agora-alws/article/view/2902/3528
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4.4.2 Song & Dance 

~1000 AD, Guido discovers polyphony  

~2000 AD, Jeremy Begbie reflects on the Triad—the three 
note resonance of life6  

~400 AD, Cappadocian fathers use ‘perichoresis’ … God 
‘dances around’ in love7   

 

 

 

4.5 Who are We 

Who am I?  I’m made in the image of God.  Who is God?  YHWH is an eternal dance of Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit in self-giving love (1 John 4:7-21).  Community is at the heart of the universe. Who are We?  We 
are the covenant community of the Triune God.  We’re called to sing a new song, and dance a new dance of 
love in a self-consumed world.8  YHWH invited us in, so we are to extend the welcome to everyone:                     
an image of the God-head.  We are freed for love. 

How should we respond?  

 Applaud  … worship as one, and pray within God’s love 

 Join In   … serving is God’s very nature (Philippians 2:1-11; John 13:1-17) 

Self-giving love is God’s nature and mission.  May we mirror him (1 John 3:16-18). 

How would the Divine Community have you join in the chorus, to bless the world? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6 “Seeing God with the Mind’s Ear,” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2u20RxqPvo.                                      

7 See https://wonderingfair.com/2016/01/04/god-on-the-dance-floor/. 

8 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=SXh7JR9oKVE, Handel in the Mall. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=SXh7JR9oKVE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2u20RxqPvo
https://wonderingfair.com/2016/01/04/god-on-the-dance-floor/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=SXh7JR9oKVE
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Reflection Activities 3.3 & 3.4  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on p. 11/12 of the unit guide. 
 
#3.3 Write out a prayer, praising God for who He is, and who you (and we together) are in reflection 
#3.4 Dream how your local church community might look if we truly imaged the Triune perichoresis.  
That is, in considering ‘identity’ as an aspect of everyday theology, and seeking to align your believing 
and behaving, how might you participate in this re-imagined community of love? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

As we close this module, we must remember that we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring 
creatures”. Developing a “theology for everyday life” is not just about understanding rightly, but loving 
truly. That is, we must be intentional in our habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are 
formed to love the Kingdom of God. Again, “theology begets doxology”. Learning is in the service of 
worship.  Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology: 
 

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow; 
Praise Him, all creatures here below; 
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host; 

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lM5mGugb8A&feature=related
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Forum Activity for Module 3 
Journal #2 (re: module 3, due before class module 4): Share and critically reflect on your practice of 
communally engaging the Scriptures—together living the Christian story. 

In each of weeks 3 through 12 (inclusive) of the semester, please submit a 150-200 word journal entry on 
the previous module’s topic comprising: 

a. Your personal experience of and Christian reflection on the assigned practice for the module.                        
(Be sure to reference at least one of the pre-readings each entry) 

b. A brief statement about your use of your time during the previous week, together with a concise 
self-evaluation 

For each Moodle Module, I’ve set up a forum bubble.  
 
It is *not* required that you post your 150-200 word 
reflection to this forum—especially if it’s more personal 
than you want to reveal. That said, doing this weekly may be a helpful discipline to process as the course 
progresses rather than leaving it to the last minute. Additionally, it engages the distance students as you 
share your thoughts and respond to what others share. So, give it a go! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: I am very aware of the fact that journal entries such as those envisaged here will by their nature 
contain personal material, and so let me: 1) assure you of confidentiality (except with your permission, my eyes will 
be the only ones to see what you have written); and 2) on that basis encourage you to let me walk beside you this 
semester as we attempt to narrow the gap between our faith and our behaviour. 

It is neither wise nor possible for me to attempt to grade your experience.  However, the quality of your reflection 
on that experience is gradable, and I’ll be assessing your journal entries on the basis of the following key criteria: 

1. You have reflected seriously & perceptively on the assigned topic/practice = SEE 
2. You have formulated a distinctly Christian response to the topic/practice = JUDGE 
3. You suggest possible or necessary changes to your attitudes and behaviour as a result of your deliberately 

Christian reflection on these sometimes “mundane” issues = ACT 
4. You provide an honest self-evaluation of the use of your time during the week 
5. You have engaged at least one pre-reading per entry 

It is expected that you will submit your journal entries in a neat (typed) and coherent form. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (150-200 words) 
 

Preparation for Next Week …  
 Journal work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set 

question, and keeping tabs on your time during that week.  If it suits, post your journal 
reflection to the Moodle forum. 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp6-7 … come ready to share on each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 

 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 

 -an implication—“so what” for your theology of everyday life 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your theology for one aspect of everyday life  

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a spiritual practice/discipline that we can try out 
during the following week as a way of staying alert to God’s presence throughout every 
minute of every daily activity. 
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
What in this session is most significant to you personally,  

in forming your own theology, life and thought? 
 
I can still remember first reading N. T. Wright’s article, “How can the Bible be authoritative?” in 
Vox Evangelica 21 (April 1991): 7-32 (available online here). The kinds of questions he posed were 
confronting. If the Bible is less a set of timeless truths than an unfolding story, in what sense can it 
have authority in our lives? My background was by no means “fundamentalist”—though it was 
“biblicist”!—but I guess I’d never reflected solidly on what the Bible was, and how it should be 
read. I would just pick it up, and figure I was living it out. Yet, it was true that my hermeneutic 
meant I would indiscriminately take some passages literally, others metaphorically, others I would 
ignore as from a previous dispensation (whatever that means), and yet others I would re-interpret 
to remove the sting. God still spoke, but my rationalising of His Word meant I had reduced the 
radical potency of this revolutionary book. 

Since that time, “story” has become central to me. I’ve come to see that even the best systematic 
theology drops out of the travelogue of saints journeying with God across the millennia, recorded 
in the pages of Scripture. The “six act play” has become second nature in my way of thinking 
about, and acting in, the world. It’s an invaluable resource for my theological reflections, as I ask 
what it means to faithfully follow Jesus in this leg of the journey.  

For some, this hermeneutic won’t be solid enough. It lacks the kind of black and white answers to 
contemporary ethical quandaries that we all desire: “God said it, I believe it, that settles it.” For 
others, it will still seem too simplistic, believing that God can communicate clearly, albeit 
expressed through the language and culture of a particular time and place. Yet for me, this 
narrative approach offers a solid place to stand between conservative and liberal Bible readings.  

As I join a Spirit-led community seeking God’s wisdom for everyday life, I find meaningful answers 
that speak in a fresh way to a rapidly changing world. Strangely, in this risky endeavour, I find a 
kinship with the likes of Peter trying to interpret what Cornelius’s vision meant for Jewish 
followers of the Way, or Paul seeking to interpret Agabus’s prophetic word about impending doom 
were he to return to Jerusalem. I’m connected right back to Abraham, called to leave the familiar 
and travel to a land he knew not where. Most of all, I find a commonality with Jesus, as He 
submitted to the Father: “Take this cup from me, yet not my will but yours be done.”  

Theological reflection is fraught with danger. And yes, this process is not insulated from doubt. But 
together with the great cloud of witnesses, God has given us just what we need to align our 
believing and our behaving. He has gifted us with a grand narrative large enough to find our place 
in its pages. 

http://ntwrightpage.com/Wright_Bible_Authoritative.htm
https://wonderingfair.com/2011/08/03/confessions-of-a-recovering-biblicist/

